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From technical advice and design assistance to equipment specification and construction, 

SteamSaunaBath will assist you at any level to ensure that your bathing space will  

exceed your expectations while delivering industry-leading value.

Create an Experience Beyond Bathing

Explore Steam Possibilities

NEXT >

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/catalog/steam-shower-sauna-bathing-possibilities-a-528.html


Aroma Sound Atmosphere Rains
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Color

Just as color sets the mood at a theatrical performance, our user-selectable colored lighting brings 

another level of sensory stimulus to your steam bath. Whether calming or revitalizing, bathing with color 

is an essential component of a dynamic bathing experience.

SteamSaunaBath offers an exhaustive selection of in-shower lighting options.  
Take a moment to explore our assortment of lights and extraordinary chromatherapy systems.

Explore ChromatherapyExplore Lighting Systems

Explore Steam | Bathing in Color

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/steam-shower-lighting.html
https://www.steamsaunabath.com/chroma-bath-shower-light-systems.html


Color Sound Atmosphere Rains
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Explore Essential Aroma Oils

Aroma

Aromatherapy is as ancient as civilization itself. 

Fragrances evoke sensations that we associate 

with pleasant memories and feelings of well-being. 

The fresh scent of eucalyptus can invigorate, while 

the addition of lavender or lemongrass relieves 

anxiety and stress. Adding aroma will enhance the 

therapeutic properties that make your steam bath a 

truly gratifying experience.

SteamSaunaBath offers the widest selection of essential aroma 

oils and aroma delivery systems designed especially for steam 

showers. Choose from our assortment of aroma pumps that 

infuse aroma directly into the steam line for the ultimate 

in aroma bathing.

Explore Aroma Delivery Systems

Explore Steam | Aroma Bathing

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/steam-shower-aroma-pump-systems.html
https://www.steamsaunabath.com/steam-bath-and-shower-aromatherapy.html


Color Aroma Atmosphere Rains
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Sound

Picture your ultimate relaxation experience, then imagine the soundtrack that accompanies it. The 

power of music to affect our state of mind is undeniable. Relax or recharge by selecting the perfect audio 

accompaniment to your bathing session.

Explore In-Shower SpeakersExplore Digital Audio Systems

Our wide selection of purpose-built steam room digital sound systems and in-shower speakers ensures that you can find the 

best audio solution for your bathing space. Experience state-of-the-art features and true high fidelity engineered to withstand 

extreme steam bathing environments at SteamSaunaBath.

Explore Steam | Digital Audio

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/search-results.html?manufacturers_id=&keywords=audio&SSB_SECTION_NAME=steam
https://www.steamsaunabath.com/steam-bath-and-shower-speakers.html


Color Aroma Sound Rains
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Atmosphere

One of the greatest challenges when building a 

steam shower has always been effective ventilation. 

Typical exhaust fans are not designed for use in wet 

environments. SteamSaunaBath is proud to offer the 

Atmospheric 410 from Bathology – a technological 

tour-de-force purpose-built for wet environments. 

Not merely a ceiling fan, the Atmospheric 410 silently 

draws moisture from your bathing space and expels it 

outside of the building, with vapor-proof components 

protecting your home along the way.   

Explore the Atmospheric 410

Explore Steam | Atmospheric Control

Exterior Fan

Roof Fan

Motorized Damper

Ceiling Grille

Ceiling Grille

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/catalog/bathology-atmospheric-steam-shower-ventilation-system-bathology-p-302443.html


Color Aroma Sound Atmosphere
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Rains

Too often overlooked, experiential rain systems 

and body sprays are the epitome of luxury bathing 

options. Cascading mists and soothing rains caress 

and pamper the bather creating a stimulating  

bathing experience. A host of textures can be 

completely tailored by the user to create a  

moment of pure indulgence.

SteamSaunaBath offers a selection of experiential rain bathing 

systems to suit your preferences and budget. Don’t miss out on  

a feature that will transform bathing into an anticipated event.

Explore Rain Bathing Systems

Explore Steam | Experiential Rains

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/rain-shower-systems.html
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A truly transcendent bathing environment will stimulate multiple sensations. The interaction between 

atmosphere, space, heat, aroma, color and sound each heighten your enjoyment and  

are key to a dynamic bathing experience. 

Create an Experience Beyond Bathing

Explore Sauna Possibilities

NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/catalog/steam-shower-sauna-bathing-possibilities-a-528.html
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Relaxation and stress relief are prized benefits of sauna bathing, and the soothing effect of color bathing 

is the perfect complement to the experience. User selectable from an infinite array of vibrant colors, the 

bather can tailor the environment to suit their state of mind.

SteamSaunaBath offers an exhaustive selection of sauna lighting options. 

Take a moment to explore our assortment of lights and extraordinary chromatherapy systems

Color Himalayan Salt Wood LöylySound

Explore ChromatherapyExplore Lighting Systems

Explore Sauna | Bathing in Color

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/sauna-lighting.html
https://www.steamsaunabath.com/sauna-color-bathing-systems.html
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Color Himalayan Salt Wood LöylySound

Imagine your ultimate relaxation space, then envision the soundtrack and imagery that 

accompanies it. The power of music to affect our state of mind is undeniable. Relax or recharge 

by selecting the perfect audio accompaniment for your sauna session while enjoying streaming 

video or watching your favorite program.

Our wide selection of purpose-built digital sound systems, speakers, and video ensures that you can find the best multimedia 

solution for your bathing space. Experience state-of-the-art video and true high-fidelity audio that is engineered to withstand 

the extreme heat of sauna environments at SteamSaunaBath.

Explore Sauna Room SpeakersExplore Digital Audio Systems

Explore Sauna | Sound & Vision

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/search-results.html?manufacturers_id=&keywords=audio&SSB_SECTION_NAME=steam
https://www.steamsaunabath.com/sauna-speakers.html
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Extracted from the Khewra salt mines high in the Himalaya mountains, this hand-crafted 

genuine Himalayan salt light fixture is beautifully iridescent. Its back-lit RGB/LED lighting 

allows the user to create a diffuse glow in any hue desired.  Simply glide your finger along  

the iPod-style control to shift the color to your preference.

SteamSaunaBath is excited to offer the Spectrum 610 Himalayan Salt Light from Bathology.  

Discover the remarkable ambiance that the Spectrum 610 will bring to your sauna space and bathing experience.

Color Himalayan Salt Wood LöylySound

Explore Himalayan Salt Lighting

Explore Sauna | Himalayan Lighting

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/catalog/bathology-spectrum-himalayan-salt-lighting-system-p-302455.html
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Selecting wood for your sauna is a key step that requires careful consideration. SteamSaunaBath 

offers the highest-grade “clear vertical grain” Western Red Cedar from the heart of the tree 

for optimal thermal characteristics and beauty.  For a more dramatic visual flair, enhance the 

beauty of your sauna room with the addition of kiln-treated chocolate-colored wood accents.

Contact a sauna specialist to learn more about our extensive selection  

of sauna wood and the many custom options available to you.

Color Himalayan Salt Wood LöylySound

Explore Sauna Wood Options

Explore Sauna | Wood Accents

Back To Top NEXT >< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/cedar-sauna-wood.html
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Enjoyed for centuries by sauna bathers, “löyly” is the Finnish term for steam created by pouring 

a small amount of water directly onto the sauna rocks with a ladle. This results in a permeating 

wall of humidity, instantly creating a more intense sauna experience.

SteamSaunaBath offers a variety of high-quality sauna buckets and  

ladles so that you may enjoy this indispensable sauna bathing sensation.

Color Himalayan Salt Wood LöylySound

Explore Löyly Buckets & Ladles

Explore Sauna | Löyly

Back To Top< Back

https://www.steamsaunabath.com/sauna-buckets-and-ladles.html



